CRAFT: UPCYCLED FRIDGE MAGNETS

Turn your old faded magnets into a sustainable ocean animal for World Oceans Day as a reminder that we can protect our ocean planet every day!

Materials Needed:
- Old fridge magnets of any size
- A cap or lid that is slightly larger than the magnet.
- Markers or paints
- Glue
- Construction paper
- Scissors
- Small items of trash or recyclables to be re-used in this upcycle craft

Instructions:
1. Choose your magnet
2. Choose a lid or cap that is slightly larger than your magnet
3. Paint your cap
4. Using construction paper, cut out body parts of animal OR
5. Construct your ocean animal by using small trash items like twist ties, egg cartons, or soda can tabs.
6. Glue body parts onto the bottle cap/lid, making sure to leave the back of the cap clear for your magnet.
7. Glue magnet onto back of bottle cap
8. Enjoy your new ocean animal magnet!

Helpful Hint: Be careful how much weight you add to your magnet! Most fridge magnets are not very strong and don’t need much weight on them! Look for light items like string, plastic, and paper that will not weigh very much when added to your ocean animal!